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By mid-1963 monoline development was such as to allow time to be speed on going faster, 

rather than just getting the model to fly well. The following ideas were used as a 

basis for Stuppi development: 

 

1) the fuselage should be much shorter than on the Pink Lady(World Champion Bill 

Wisniewski) type model, to reduce the surface area 

 

2)Drag consist of two parts, a fixed part which is due to the size and shape of the 

model and its surface finish, and a variable part which is dependant on the wing lift 

and the aspect ratio. Thus the drag coefficient : 

 

However a simple calculation shows that the variable part of the drag (the induced 

drag) will not play a significant role on a model of 400 grammes (14 oz)weight, and 5 

square dm (78 sq.inch) area flying at 200 km/h (125 mph) or more, for the CL is then 

very small, 0.04 or less. 

 

Thus the only way to reduce the drag is to reduce CDO. Now although a constant for a 

given model. CDG is very Reynolds number dependent.(Reynolds number being equal to a 

constant x wing chord x speed). 

 

A higher Reynolds number should reduce wing and taiplane drag, and in order to achieve 

this, the wing chord should be increased and as a result, the aspect ration will be 

drastically reduced. 

 

 
 



Stuppi was built during the winter of 1963 – 64 using balsa light glass cloth-epoxy 

resin construction 

 

First flight in march 1964, was very successful. The model was easy to fly with 

immediate response to control, rather like a two line model. Take-off was fast, landing 

speed low, and wind hardly bothered it, and Stuppi was fast. 132 mph at the W. German 

team trials, 133 mph in Budapest and 134 mph back home, were typical of any 1964 

results. 

 

Engines difficulties and 0,4 mm lowered the level to 130 mph in 1965. Fuselage 

rebuilding to incorporate a Wisniewski cowl (no air inlet at front, cooling on head 

only)in late 1965 resulted in the first 137 mph flights. First official 1966 flights 

resulted in 138 mph in Prague. 

 

Stuppi has made more than 450 flights in two years, among them one free flight (no 

damage) 

 

 

Further development.  

 

A new model is to join Stuppi in 1966. A wind tunnel test was planned to prove the set 

up. Stuppi made its lonesome run in a low turbulence open jet tunnel at Aachen 

University :.  

 

1) Model drag coefficient is strongly Reynolds number dependent. Still higher Reynolds 

number should be aimed for. Then an even lower CDO will be obtained. See graph lines  1 

and 3.  

 

2) So-called « minor disturbances » such as monocline hole in wing, needle valve, screw 

holes in cylinder head have an astonishing influence on model drag. Compare graph lines 

2 and 3 

 

3) The test clearly shows how a speed model should be flown for maximum speed. 

 

Due to the effect of centrifugal force at 137 mph a flight at a height of 2,3 feet 

above the horizontal (pylon height)will have the effect of doubling the weight of the 

model, 2,3 feet below will make it weightless. An ideal flight should be within about + 

1,89 feet and – 3,4 feet of the horizontal. Here you are working in the optimum of the 

polar. The percentage drag increase between flying at the optimum height and 2,3 feet 

meters above the horizontal is 5 %. The percentage increase for greater 

Heights will be relatively much more. 

 

Entire model is covered with lightweight glass fibre tissue and epoxy resin. Carve 

trailing edge as sharp as possible. Leading edge radius is 0,125 mm no engine cooling 

except exposed head. 

Stuppi, FAI speed model by Rolf Miebach has recorded 137,9 mph used at selection trials 

and british FAI record holder at 131,6 mph flow by Kevin Lindsey. 

 

So far the conclusion for further development are : try to pack as much total area as 

possible into a deep (low aspect ratio) rectangular wing of symmetrical section 6 to 8 

per cent thick at about 0,5 degree positive incidence. Be careful in reproducing the 

aerofoil section and be especially careful to get a thin trailing edge. Make everything 

as streamlined as possible with a very good finish. 

 

A good model will be less important than a good engine or propeller as the line takes 

60 per cent of the power available, but every improvement on the model is worthwhile, 

for, remember that 1,6 km/h more is open one place higher at the world champ. 

 

Thanks are due to Dave Balch for simplifying Rolf Miebach’s original text. 

 

 


